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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East
Grinstead and its environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to the hands of our generation
It should be our concern that such contributions as we in our turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, films and visits. It pro-.
duces a bi-annual Bulletin of articles of local interest and a more frequent
Newsletter. In 1969 it produced a report on the High Street Conservation Area
which was well received as the basis for future policy. It is also very active
in making representations to the local authorities on planning matters. With
the re-organisation of local government its importance as a watchdog has increased. It has held six exhibitions, published a book of reminiscences, a
town trail and three sets of postcards reproducing old photographs of the town,
restored the churchyard railings, planted trees on King George's Field, presented a seat to Sackville College and established a Town Museum in conjunction
with the Town Council.
The Society is registered as a charity. It is registered with the Civic Trust,
a member of the Sussex Federation of Amenity Societies and Local History
Societies and affiliated to the Sussex Archaeological Society. A copy of its
constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to
represent public opinion; the larger its membership the greater its influence.
The subscription is £1 a year (additional members in the same family 25 new
pence, persons in full-time education 25 new pence), to be renewed every year
on 1 January, except by those joining on or after 1 October. Subscriptions,
preferably by bankers order, should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank,
East Grinstead.
PRESIDENT

G.JOHNSON SMITH, M.P.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, 1979-80
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Hon.Treasurer
Hon. Secretary
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C.W.GOOLDEN; DOGOJOYCE, FOROIOBOA., DOTOMILLEN, B.A.; Miss
S.BOS0PIGROME 9 M.A., Mrs J.RUSHMAN; P0D.WOOD, F0R.I.C.S.
All official correspondence should be sent to the appropriate officer, do
Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. Subscriptions should be sent to the Treasurer, changes of address and queries about subscriptions to the Membership
Secretary, correspondence about the Museum, matter for the Bulletin or
Newsletter and requests for publications to the Vice-Chairman, all other
correspondence to the Secretary.
Permission to reproduce anything from the Bulletin must be sought from the
Editor. Unsigned contributions are the work of the Editor or officers.
Opinions in signed articles are not necessarily those of anyone but their
authors.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No-29 Autumn 1980

EDITORIAL
In view of the tendency of historical articles to preponderate in our Bulletins
we are pleased to be able to publish in this issue the full text of our report on
pedestrianisation of the High Street which has so far been well received as a
basis for discussion and planning. At the same time our historical interests
are fully represented, including important articles on the brasses of Dame
Katherine Grey and her husbands and on the former East Grinstead pottery. It
is good to note, too, a widening range of contributors, several of them new to
our pages. Sincere thanks are due to all who contribute in any way to the production of our Bulletins for they play no small part in maintaining our reputation and influence.
COVER PICTURE
We are indebted to Mr L. Gayton for permission to reproduce on the cover
and p.13 his copyright photographs of the ancient brasses in our parish church
discussed on pp.11-13 below.
FURTHER INFORMATION
The brasses are illustrated, transcribed and briefly discussed in Sussex
Archaeological Collections, vol.78 (1937), pp.68-70. Richard Lewkenors
inquest, 10 June 1506, is printed in Calendar of Inquisitions post Mortem 9
Henry VII, vol.3, no.814. Extracts from Dame Katherine's will, 9 May 1505,
are printed in Sussex Record Society, vol.42 (1936-7), pp. 222-232. Further
particulars of their charitable bequests are given and discussed in Sussex
Archaeological Collections, vol.109 (1971), pp. 25f., 34f. The identity of Dame
Katherine and her husbands is discussed in Sussex Notes & Queries, voh3 (1930
-31), pp. 234f. and vol.4 (1932-33), pp.54ff. There is scope for a good deal
more work on these three people.
In the articles on Orchard Cottage and Sunday Schools full references for
sources of information have not been given (in order to avoid overloading the
text) but can be supplied. I am grateful to Mrs Neville for the 1840 educational
statistics.
NEXT BULLETIN
Bulletin 30 should appear in the Spring of 1981. All contributions to Mr
M.J.Leppard by 19 December, please.
BACK NUMBERS
Subject to availability, back numbers of Bulletins may be obtained from the
editor, do Barclays Bank, at the following prices (postage extra):
Nos 1, 2 1 11, 12, 13

each at 30 n.p0

3 1 4 1 6 1 7 1 8, 10

20

5 9 14,15,19,20,22,23,24,28

15

9 9 16, 17, 18, 21, 25, 26, ,- 2i

10

For those temporarily out of print names can be placed on a waiting list0
Unwanted back numbers may always be sent to the editor for resale.
Complete sets are held by the copyright libraries, the public libraries in
East Grinstead, Brighton, Chichester and Worthing, the West Sussex Record
Office and the Sussex Archaeological Society.
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MORE ON ORCHARD COTTAGE
by M.J.Leppard
Mr P.J.Gray has kindly sent the
sketch reproduced here as a sequel to his
article in our last issue.
Limited documentary research by the
present writer has taken us back to a lease
of 1774 in which the property is called
Sholstrode, late occupied by Susannah
Goodwin. This name is used again in a
valuation of 1836 but county maps of 1795 (Yeakell and Gardner), 1808 (O.S.
preliminary map) and 1825 (Greenwood) call it Little Shoveistrode. (Great
Shoveistrode appears on the 1808 map for the property known long before and
after as Shovelstrode, on the road to Ashurst Wood). It is Betchley's land,
Little Shoveistrode in the account of beating the bounds in 1808 and it is
Betchley' s Farm in a surveyor's account book in 1834 but the earlier occupant's name proved more durable. From the 1826 Church Rate Book (when
the occupant was Richard Betchley) to the 1907 auction particulars it is regularly Goodwins Farm (once Goodmans in error). The change to Orchard
Cottage presumably came later this century when the house Orchards was
built nearby.
It is evident that research on the ancient Shoveistrode manor (traceable
right back to Domesday Book) will throw light on this property's history, not
to mention the intrinsic interest of an unstudied early settlement. Perhaps
the Ashurst Wood historians will have room for it in their programme.
Meanwhile it should be noted that it has nothing to do with the property named
Goodwins in inquests of 1622 and 1642 which was part of the Manor of SheffieldGrinstead and can be traced under its alternative name Annys Croft from 1642
to 1845.

LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (cont'd
vol.45 (1902) p.20 Hy Bellingham of E.G., 1633
p.82 Cranstone and Colliers, p.85 Wm Cranston
p.144 Religious census, 1676
46 (1903) pp.63ff. Journal of Robt Knight, carrier, C18
pp.235f. Honiestall, article and photograph
47 (1904) -48 (1905) pp,71,77,80,96 Culpeper genealogy, E.G. names
p.159 Tickeridge valuation, 1781
49 (1906) p.60 Archdeaconry court, E.G. case, 1623
50 (1907) pp,163 &c. Lay subsidy, 1334
51 (1908) pp.xx, 193 Hills & Blakiston, Church Disasters
pp.2,9 Nonconformity, C17
pp.89f. Sir Geo.Courthope, M.P., 1660
pp.126-152 M.P.S, 1761-1801
52 (1909) pp. 24f.,27,3l Church briefs
p.27 E.G.Assizes, March 1631
p.31 Ric-Beadle, loss by fire, £200, 1638
pp, 50,65,71 E.G.Assizes, 1727, 1774, 1775
p.58 Horsham v. E.G., cricket, 1773
pp-77f. Journey to E.G. 1776, p.78 Cat Inn 1776
pp. l031., 107,127 C17 inquests
pp.105,119 Alan Carr, Vicar of E.G., and wife
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TOWN CENTRE PLAN PEDESTRIANISATION
A report by members of the Society's Committee, presented to the County,
District and Town Councils and discussed at the Society's meeting on 16 July
1980.
1.1 This report examines the subject of pedestrianisation in anticipation of the
Town Centre Plan which is understood to be programmed for 1980.
1.2 East Grinstead retains a unique and individual shopping area despite a
number of intrusions in recent years. The town centre has been consider ably improved by the opening of the relief road which has dramatically
reduced through traffic to a level that now permits consideration of further
restriction of traffic within the shopping area.
1.3 The High Street is clearly the first priority of any scheme; the extent will
be determined by practical problems, e. g. traffic routing, and, inevitably,
by the cost involved.
Scheme Type
2.1 Pedestrianisation schemes involve limiting or prohibiting access to vehicular
traffic via existing roads; the degree of limitation varies with the type of
scheme proposed and may be total or partial.
2.2 In the former case it can be seen that all access to service shops, business
premises and private houses, together with public transport requirements
and other traffic needs, must be provided for by alternative routes and access. In the latter case the desire to remove traffic from the streets may
be balanced against the cost, both economic and environmental, or providing alternative access.
2.3 An examination of the High Street (and London Road) indicates that very
nearly all premises both have and require front access. Further, there
does not appear to be any acceptable means of providing rear access to
these premises. Hence to embark on a totally pedestrianised scheme
would be costly and controversial and involve the use of compulsory purchase powers.
2.4 A scheme involving partial access involves none of the handicaps mentioned
above. Under a scheme of this type the following classes of traffic would
be permitted to use the pedestrianised areas:
i delivery vehicles,
ii vehicles requiring access to properties within zone,
iii public service utility/emergency vehicles,
iv buses,
v vehicles for the disabled.
2.5 The question of delivery vehicles has caused much debate in other towns;
limiting access to certain hours of the day only (e.g. 8-10 a.m.) has
proved unpopular with the delivery firms in many instances, although it is
worth investigating. Delivery vehicles servicing the shops in the High
Street are generally small in size and number and so it is unlikely that unrestricted movement would cause any difficulty.
2.6 Generally vehicles requiring access to property would not be permitted to
park except for loading/unloading, i.e. the existing situation.
2.7 The bus companies have stated that they would be opposed to any scheme
that prevented their existing through routes from operating. We concur
with this, believing it essential that every encouragement be made to
attract people into the shopping area. Additionally, of course, this is of
great importance to the disabled and elderly.

A

2.8

A scheme that permits a number of vehicles to use what will be thought
of as'pedestrian areas I does require the pedestrian to be on his guard.
However, there are many schemes operating along these lines with complete success and a number of benefits, namey:
i preparation and implementation periods are minimised,
M existing business premises suffer no expense or disruption (as
would be the case if rear access were required),
iii private property retains the status quo in terms of vehicular access,
iv public transport may operate to its maximum advantage.

Parking
3.1 The proposed scheme would require the removal of 24 parking spaces on
the south side of the High Street and a number in Cantelupe Road.
3.2 This is not a large number in itself but it might be argued that for the town
to attract trade (in competition with Tunbridge Wells, Crawley and others)
a considerable number of additional parking spaces will be required in any
event.
Trade
4.1

Fears have been expressed that pedestrianisation would mean a drop in
passing trade and a general decline in prosperity. We do not believe this
will be the case, as
i Now that the relief road is open the majority of those using the shops
in East Grinstead at present are likely to be local or those who set out
to shop in the town, i.e. there is no implicit reliance on the High
Street's being open to traffic.
ii There is only limited parking available in the High Street at present.
iii The prospect of a traffic-free area in which to shop, coupled with the
historic and individual nature of the High Street, is likely to increase
trade.

The Proposed Scheme
5.1

The proposed scheme is illustrated on the 1. 2500 plan opposite. The High
Street would be closed from the existing mini-roundabout at its western
end to the College Lane junction at the eastern end.

5.2 Portland Road and Hermitage Lane would be closed to all traffic at their
junction with the High Street.
5.3 Cantelupe Road would.become two-directional within its length and would
be closed at its junction with the High Street to all except buses.
5,4 Church Lane would be pedestrianised from the High Street to St Swithun 's
Close.
Traffic gnagement rulting from thee c1Q.sl4res
6.1

The effect On traffic of any scheme IM clearly of great !mortnce to both
the motorist and the residents of the sufround1n areas likely to ree(o

the diverted traffic.
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We expect that the effect will, in fact, be small and tolerable.
6.2 Church Lane is already limited to northbound vehicles only and carries,
in any event, little traffic. Access would be available for the exempted
classes of vehicle including those requiring access to the church gate.
6.3 Hermitage Lane: The present uni-directional restriction would be removed. Very little traffic uses this lane.
6.4

Portland Road is principally residential. There would be a general benefit
by creating a cul de sac for the residents and a reduction in the number of
vehicles using the southern junction with Ship Street which is of an unsatisfactory standard at present. A turning head could be constructed at its
northern end.

6.5

Cantelupe Road is the busiest of the roads considered, much of the traffic
being generated by the businesses occupying or backing onto the road.
The level of traffic would be catered for by:
i restricting the parking of vehicles,
ii constructing a turning head adjacent to the market and Rice Brothers,
for which purchase of land from either area would be necessary,
(If this was not possible an alternative, although less satisfactory,
solution could be found by permitting delivery lorries, etc., connected with businesses in Cantelupe Road to pass into the High
Street, thus avoiding the need to turn long vehicles; for this a
minimum qualifying weight limit could be set.)
iii permitting two-way traffic over the length between Rice Brothers and
De La Warr Road.
(It is appreciated that this would create difficulties with the longer
vehicles at the junction with De La Warr Road but these should not
be insurmountable.)
Consideration could be given to re-routing those buses that use Cantelupe
Road via De La Warr Road and College Lane as was the case in the past.

6.6

High Street: The volume of traffic using the High Street has, of course,
been considerably reduced since the opening of the relief road. It is
suspected that a further reduction could be made by way of vehicles that
continue to use it unnecessarily.

H
.

6.7

The routing of traffic so as to avoid the High Street is illustrated opposite.
Generally there are three 'bypass I. routes
i the relief road,
ii De La Warr Road/King Street,
iii Herontye estate

6.8

It is thought that the volume of traffic involved is small but, in any event,
as routes ii and iii are residential, i could be the official option and signposted accordingly.

6.9

It must be said that, without the benefit of an origin/destination survey,
it is possible only to surmise the routes and volume of traffic in east/west
journeys along the High Street However, observation and deduction
would seem to indicate that rerouting could be carried out with minimal
inconvenience to both motorist and resident of the roads mentioned.

Design
7.1

It cannot be over-emphasised that the conversion of a street from vehicular
to pedestrian is not achieved simply by the use of a few items of street
furniture anda new kerb alignment It requires careful thought and planning to integrate the road into a unified theme of urban landscape.

7.2 In the case of the High Street there are two dominant features with which
to start:
i the existing property bounding the road, particularly at the south
east end,
ii the raised brick footing from Middle Row to the western end.
Following this is the need to provide for the limited vehicular access prevFdusly described whilst integrating the road into the scheme in such a way
that the traditional road/pavement definition is minimised.
General
8.1

It is hoped that advantage will be taken by suitably qualified persons of any
opportunity for archaeological investigation afforded by the works required
for implementing pedestrianisation.

STREET SIGNS: In Bulletin 10 (September 1972) Mr S.F0Knowles drew attention to
the town's Victorian and Edwardian street signs both for their visual interest and
for their help in dating streets and buildings. It may be worth noting later varitype appears to have lasted as late as the Copyhold
ations. The
Estate of the early 1920s but what we may call the 'George V' variety is found on
the Sackville Estate of the mid-20s: large black letters on a white ground but
quite a wide margin between the lettering and the black border. This seems to
have been used for all the developments of the 1950s and 60s-and may be called
George VI' so as to leave the name Elizabethan' for those of the same design
and dimensions but with white letters on a green ground. Perhaps the observant
M.J.L.
will detect other sorts and report them.

'Edwardian'

GOLDEN BOOTS (Bulletins 25, 28): Another has been reported at Pulborough, a
large wooden one with a tassel on the front. Our Netherlands correspondent
reports a large golden shoe (lady 's) in Utrecht.

Diagram of routing of traffic
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EAST GRINSTEAD I S EARLIEST PARISH REGISTER
by M.J.Leppard
The earliest volume of East Grinstead's parish registers, that for 1558-1661/
2, long believed lost 9 possibly (though not very probably) in the Vicarage fire
of 1908, has recently come to light again and has been re-united with its successors in the County Record Office at Chichester.
The volume was transcribed by Robert Payne Crawfurd in 1889-90 and published by the Sussex Record Society in 1918 as volume 24 in its series, after
editorial work by Miss Cooper of Cuckfield. In the interval between transcription and publication the condition of the book deteriorated somewhat and it has no
doubt deteriorated further since then; certainly a whole leaf of baptisms for
1633-35 has now gone from the end of the book, though some of the loose fragments used by Payne Crawfurd remain.
In an article in the Sussex Family Historian, vol.1, no.2 (September 1973)
by the present writer these fragments were dated by external evidence (chiefly
wills), some of the lacunae reconstructed from other sources and a few amendments to the published text suggested, all in the belief that the original was lost.
It is good that it is again possible to check the published version against the
original. Cursory collation suggests that the text was very accurately transcribed, though some amendments can be upheld, e.g. the correction from
Feynton to Teynton of the name of the Curate in 1613-15.
Payne Crawfurd does not state, however, that he re-ordered the contents so
as to bring all like material together. The original order is Marriages 15581653 (pp. 1-23 of the published version), Names of contributors to repairing St
Paul's 1633 (p.199), Baptisms 1558-1654 (pp. 29-122; in the 16th century the
leaves are headed alternately Baptizinges and Christeninges), Briefs 1660-61/2
(not printed; se below), Appointment of Stephen Head as Parish Register (p.
23), Marriages 1654-61/2 (pp.23-28), Births and Baptisms 1654-61/2 (pp.122-32),
Burials 1654-61/2 (pp.190-98), Burials 1574-1633 (pp.133-80). Between the
sections are usually a few blank pages, some of which have been used for practising writing and for calculating ages.
Failure in the published text even to mention the briefs may perhaps be
accounted for by the fact that they had already been published (together with
those from the second volume of registers) by D.Y.Blakiston and W.H. Hills in
1908 in a booklet Church Disasters, to be found in some libraries.
Also not mentioned but worthy of note is that the first ten births for 1654
(p.122) are repeated from the end of the earlier section of baptisms, where
they precede Stephen Head's signature (also p.122). It seems as if on taking
office on 1 May he decided to start his entries from the beginning of the calendar year (old style) on 25 March. No doubt he signed the lost last page of
burials as he signed and marked with Finis the last marriage and baptism
entries before his period of office.
(With the register is a loose double page from an exercise book on which a
modern hand, very likely Payne Crawfurd s, has summarised the briefs from
the second volume of registers from 1662 as far as 1670.)
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DAME KATHERINE AND HER RESCUED HUSBANDS
by Miss R.M.Willatts
'Here under this marbille stone lyeth dame kateryne
Grey dowghter of Thomas sumtyme lorde Scalis
When on the afternoon of Saturday 12 November 1785 the tower of St Swithun's
collapsed, almost all the fabric of the church, including its monuments, was lost.
We should be grateful, therefore, that following the disaster one Thomas Wakeham
salvaged some of its monumental brasses, kept them and had them reset in new
stone in the newly rebuilt church in 1798 where (on the south wall) they still are
(see cover picture).
Whilst applauding Wakeham 's action
in preserving the brasses it must be
realised that only a fragment of a major
monument remains. The 'marbille
stone' is lost by which, even if only the
indents of the brasses had remained,
the whole artistic composition would
have been revealed. By her will of 9
May 1505 Dame Katherine asked to be
buried 'in the chauncell of the north
yle in the paris she church of Estgrensted'.
She further stipulated brass figures depicting herself in a 'wyning shete'
(shroud) between her two husbands,
with shields of arms above each figure,
leaving her executors to compose a
suitable subscription. The finished monument was recorded by the antiquarian Sir
William Burrell shortly before the destruction of the church.
He makes no
mention of a shrouded figure for Dame
Katherine but describes her between her
two husbands and notes their respective
shields of arms above them and that of
Scales above her. The monument would
have appeared as in the diagram here.
The stone was probably some 6' x 3' and
made of English 'marble', a polished
shelly limestone, either from Purbeck or
'Sussex marble' from Petworth or
Bethers den.
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By resetting the brasses in a smaller stone and introducing an alien figure the
total design of the monument has been lost, as have the image of Dame Katherine
and all the heraldic shields. We have preserved, thanks to Wakeham, her two
husbands, hardly damaged, standing facing inwards towards a 17" figure of a civilian man of c.1520 who incongruously occupies the position of Dame Katherine.
The new stone of 1798 is a flaky micaceous sandstone of a type never used by the
mediaeval 'marbillers', as makers of the brass monuments were known. They
too would never have used a stone wider than its height (this new one is 32" x 24"),
for in doing so the sense of dignified proportion has been lost. The figure brasses
have obviously been fixed to the new stone with pitch as was the practice before 1350,
for the rivet holes in the figures remain empty.
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Thomas Wakeham did not wish his munificence to be anonymous, for below on
a much more durable real marble stone (to which the original brass inscription
is rivetted) he had recorded in Latin his action in rescuing and re-instating the
monument (cover picture). This inscription is, incidentally, the only mention
within the church of the destruction of its predecessor by the fall of the tower.
The two husbands, Sir Thomas Grey on the left and Richard Lewkenor on the
right, are 19" high and stand on grass mounds. The depiction of the grass tufts
reveals the brasses to have emanated from the London workshop referred to today as 'London G'. Another peculiarity is the position of the rivet holes. Here
they are in the cheeks, whereas nearly all other brasses have one in the centre
forehead (except for one Norwich workshop which placed them in the neck).
The two men's being so similar indicates that they were both copied from a standard model design. Both are bareheaded with shoulder length hair, typical of
the early Tudor period, as is the whole of their armour. This is a standard
(gorget) of mail protecting the throat and over this is plate armour. The shoulder defences allow for greater ease of movement in the sword arm. Each wears
a tuille or mail skirt covered with a plate armour skirt consisting of four taces,
overlapping banded hoops, each tace being subdivided. Attached to the taces by
elaborate hinges are tassets, long narrow plate protections for the upper thighs.
Each suit of armour had four tassets and usually only the two front ones are
shown on brasses, as is the case with Richard Lewkenor. However, two and a
half can be seen on Sir Thomas Grey. Arm, thigh and leg armour is conventional. In the 15th century the shoulder joints were protected by besagews, (round
or oval plates); these have been discarded and instead patches of underlying
chain mail are exposed at the armpits of Sir Thomas. The hands are bare,
gauntlets too having been discarded. Apart from the mail skirt with overlying
taces and tassets the most characteristic feature of Tudor armour is the broad
foQt. These 'sabbatons' replaced the earlier narrow pointed feet about 1490.
Here mail insteps are also revealed.
Although stylised, the two figures are not identical. Sir Thomas Grey has
spurs whereas Richard Lewkenor has not; but the hilt of his dagger has a different design. The workmanship of the engraving is not of the finest. Richard's
right elbow has been distorted to meet the hilt of his dagger and the engraver
has forgotten to show his fingernails. On Sir Thomas Grey the two parts of his
sword shown crossing behind the legs are not in true alignment. These differences and imperfections help make the men more real and individual to us instead of mere stereotypes, besides making us smile at the fallibilities of the
engravers.
Dame Katherine was probably shown as in the diagrams with the early Tudor
pediment headdress with its long lappets falling to the shoulders. The large fur
cuts common in the later 15th century were still retained. If Burrell is correct,
her request to be shown shrouded was never fulfilled. For a shroud to be shown
alongside normally clad figures was unusual but many examples of shrouded figures occur, on their own or in pairs, especially in the period 1490-1520.
Occasionally preoccupation with mortality was expressed by skeletons or even
shrouded skeletons. The usual form of a shroud brass (though there are more
indents of shrouds than actual brasses remaining) is for the figure to stand as
shown opposite, wrapped in a sheet knotted above the head and below or alongside the feet, only the face, hands in prayer and sometimes the feet being exposed.
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The long nine line inscription on a large plate 32" x 8k"
is interesting both for its quaintness and diversity of spelling and expression and for its informative nature. It is a
comparatively early example of the use of English rather
than Latin, though Roman numerals were used for many
years afterwards for dates. The 16th century was still so
new that no convention had yet been accepted for showing the
century so 1505 is written MCCCCCV rather than MDV. A
terminal supplication or prayer is common, almost universal,
on pre-reformation brasses but this one is much longer than
normal. (On some brasses these prayers were later obliterated or defaced during fervent Protestant times.)
The whole monument, although sadly a shadow of the original, well repays study, not merely for the depiction of contemporary armour on one of the town's M.P.s (Richard
Lewkenor, 1472-78) and for the inscription giving glimpses
into 16th century thought but as a commemoration of the 18th
century destruction of the church and the antiquarianism and
public spirit of Thomas Wakehani in rescuing Dame Katherine's
husbands for posterity.
(EDITOR'SNOTE and acknowledgements: p.3)

1/J\.
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS IN EAST GRINSTEAD
by M.J.Leppard
The recent gift to our Museum of a medallion marking the Sunday School
centenary in 1880 reminds us that this year is the bicentenary of the successful
promotion of Sunday Schools by Robert Raikes of Gloucester.
According to an undated cutting in one of his scrapbooks, Thomas Cramp informed a meeting that a Sunday School was taught in a room before the erection
of Zion Chapel (1810) and that from it were founded others at West Hoathly,
Turners Hill, Copthorne, Holtye, the Common and Ashurst Wood, each in due
course followed by the building of chapels. The story of the Zion Sunday School
is told briefly in W.H.Hills 9 History of East Grinstead (1906), pp.87f. and more
fully by our member Mrs Neville in Sussex Family Historian, vol.4, no.3
(March 1980).
In an undated letter in a scrapbook that belonged to the Steers Cramp states
that in 1848 Zion Sunday School was the only one in the town. In that year he
was involved in forming one at the parish church, funds for which had begun to
be raised in 1845, but Hills is wrong to conclude (p.88) that this was the first
Church of England Sunday School in the town. in 1818 the Report on the Education
of the Poor recorded one and it is mentioned in the Zion Sunday School register
in 1819 and 1820.
At Forest Row a Sunday School begah in 1811 when Bethesda Baptish Chapel
was built. There was a Church Sunday School in the village by 1849 9 probably
already long established. At Ashurst Wood the Sunday School probably dates
from the founding of the chapel there in 1831 as a 'new school room' though the
first explicit reference so far noted is in 1843.
The earliest Sunday Schools were concerned as much with basic secular education as with religious teaching This must certainly have been the idea in
1842 when Payne 's School was open on Sundays at 9 and 2 into which are received all Children without any payment, who are unable to attend the School
during the week'.
Some idea of the significance of the early Sunday Schools may be gathered
from the numbers attending them. The 1818 report records three Sunday Schools
in the parish: one at Forest Row with 120 children (presumably Bethesda), one
Church one in the town with 57 boys and 67 girls and one Chapel one in the town
(Zion) also with 67 boys and 67 girls, a total of 368 children or just over 13% of
the total population. Eleven day schools catered for 320 pupils, about 11.5% of
the population.
In 1840 the House of Commons educational returns recorded 68 boys and 36
girls at the Zion Sunday School and another four Sunday Schools in the parish
founded since the previous report with 195 boys and 182 girls. Presumably these
were the two at Forest Row and the Ashurst Wood and parish church schools.
Ten day schools accounted for 188 boys and 164 girls. Thus day schools now catered for about 905% of the population and Sunday schools for about 13.4%.
In 1872 Cramp records three Sunday Schools in the town and in 1877 there
were, according to Hills (p263), six in the parish. By then the provision of
day schools had greatly improved and elementary schooling was soon to become
compulsory. By the time of the 1880 centenary the function of Sunday Schools
was entirely religious and the numbers inthem were beginning to decline .
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THE EAST GRINSTEAD POTTERY
Apart from brief notes in our
Bulletins 7, 9 and 27 nothing has
hitherto been published on the
pottery which flourished here from
1855 to 1943 so we are glad to be
able to print in this issue both an
article based on interviews with
the last survivor of the family that
ran it and a review of a new book
in which it receives a whole chapter, including 10 photographs.
The book is on sale at our Museum
where we have displayed on loan a large number of things salvaged from the
pottery at its demolition. We shall always be glad to acquire further products
of this important local industry and to learn more about it. The photograph
reproduced here, recently given to the Museum, is Harold Connold's picture of
the hands of Henry Foster II who died in 1937.
RECOLLECTIONS by B. Matthews
On my two visits to the pottery and the Slate Reginald Foster in, I think, 1967
and 8 I was unable to glean very much. He was a very difficult man to interview
as he did not volunteer information readily and still suffered from shell shock.
Henry Foster I worked at the Ditchling Pottery, which was then in the hands of
George Chinery, before moving to East Grinstead. As you will know from the
harvest barrel in the Victoria and Albert Museum he was potting there in 1865, the
pottery at that time being in the ownership of George Lynn, brickmaker and stonemason, who founded the pottery in 1855. Painted on the wall of the pottery were
the words 'H-Foster Grinstead Pottery 1855', the letters H.Foster being painted at
a more recent date, suggesting that G . Lynn had been overpainted and H. Foster,
being the larger, had obliterated the East from East Grinstead.
I believe Reg. Foster was one of nine children. He had no regrets over the
closure of the pottery as he found the work 'heavy and tedious'. The production
at the early part of this century was mainly of unglazed ware, e.g. flowerpots,
garden ornaments, roof furniture, etc., the mainstay being flowerpots, a 4-" pot
selling for Id. These were sold in casks, 60 pots to a cask. Much of the clay
came from railway cuttings and from workmen when the footings were dug for
houses.
At that time they employed six potters and the occasional journeyman. One
journeyman potter named Emery would turn up from time to time and ask for a
few days work, then off he would go again to demonstrate throwing on a portable
wheel at fairs and markets.
Although flowerpots and roof furniture were their mainstay they produced many
other wares. Garden ornaments such as rabbits, squirrels and frogs were made,
and also a monk's head the face of which was left in the red and the hood given a
coating of manganese before firing. I have the mould for this in my collection.
Many articles were, as one would expect, made to order. Sometimes a customer would bring in an Italian piece to be copied. Busts were made by a man
named Pepper who used the pottery twice a week. These I understand were sometimes signed.
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In the 1890s a toby jug was produced here. This was fully glazed and had an
oval impressed mark 'H-Foster, East Grinstead Pottery on the base. I know of
four of these, two in Brighton Museum and two in private collections; all have
come from the same mould. Reg. Foster knew little of them, although he could
remember there being a mould somewhere. We searched in vain for it.
The four fire bottle kiln was lit at night and left until mid-day the day after,
giving a 36 hour firing. Coal was fetched from the nearby railway station by a
pony whose other duty was to provide power for the pug mill.
I understand that the family gathered for a final burn in 1943. Much
pottery remained unfired.
BOOK REVIEW by Mrs M.Holt
John Manwaring Baines, Sussex Poy, ed.J.Fisher (Fisher Publications,
£8.95; 192 pp., illustrations, maps and index)
This long awaited book on Sussex pottery lives up to its expectations and is
written and produced with great excellence; it is the result of meticulous research over many years and has now been set down in a most readable manner.
It is interesting to see how closely brickworks and potteries were related in
the 18th and 19th centuries, the main period of this study, although a few of the
sites were still being worked up to and just after the second world war.
vChailey V is probably synonymous with Sussex pottery in the minds of most
local historians and the sturdy, eminently practical, domestic articles which
were produced embodies all that was best in local design and technology, but it
is also surprising to realise how many articles of exceptional quality with outstanding decorative details have survived to be seen in our museums today.
The working of the pottery and the way in which the clay was dug, tempered
and subsequently 'thrown, the glazes which were used, and the construction
and firing of the kiln, all these processes are described and illustrated. The
maps are clear and informative and there is a very full gazetteer of all the
smaller potteries while the most important sites have separate chapters.
This is not only the definitive work on Sussex pottery but a book which will be
of interest to all those who study the Sussex scene.

DOING THE IMPOSSIBLE Under this title there has just been published a short
historical sketch of St Margaret's Convent, East Grinstead, 1855_19801 (72 pp.,
illustrations, £1),. There is no shortage of works on J,M.Neale butthe story
of the community he founded has not been told before and so this book meets a
real need. It is too modest in scale to be a definitive history and sources for
statements are not documented but the anonymous author has had access to the
community diary and other internal records and seems able in places to speak
from experience. The story is straightforwardly told and includes the various
works the sisters have undertaken elsewhere in this country and in Scotland,
Ceylon and South Africa. For the local reader there are interesting sidelights.
New to your reviewer was the improvements in local inns in the 1860s secured
by the sisters for the poor and down-and-outs who had to stay in them. The
book is on sale at our Museum, in local churches and at the convent.
m. J . L.
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RECOLLECTIONS OF A DENTIST

IS

MAID

by Mrs A.E.Cheal
I began my first real job of work before my sixteenth birthday as a general
maid at the home of Mr Charles Wood, dentist, 76 Moat Road. I learnt to cook
and clean with Mrs Wood and was very happy there. The first world war was
over but there were shortages of food and we were still using dried eggs etc.
My wages were 6s per week and mid-day lunch and tea. I used to clean the
brass plate and do the front step before 9 o'clock when the first patients would
be arriving.
'Birdie' was employed as a dental mechanic in the work room. She was also a local girl, a year or so my senior. We became great friends and had many
interests in common - dress-making, cycling and swimming. She was a lively,
attractive girl and very popular with everyone, an excellent swimmer and diver,
and we spent a great deal of our leisure at the old swimming pool. I was very
nervous at first but encouraged by Birdie I managed to do the length, supported
by 'wings' at first, and was very proud when able to swim on my own, but I never
had the courage to dive in Mr Wood and his wife seemed to enjoy the company of
young people, not having any children of their own.
I was fascinated by the goings-on in the work room but not so keen on the
surgery! As it was a small house for a dentist you became involved in everything. The kitchen was next to the surgery so when Mr Wood was extracting
teeth or fitting dentures we could hear the usual words 'Open your mouth wide,
please' and 'Now rinse out'.
He was quite a handsome man with white hair and pointed beard and dark
brown eyes and was always a perfect gentleman towards us in his employ. He
first came to East Grinstead once a week from Brighton where he worked. I
understood he had a Saturday morning surgery in the High Street at the back of
Tooth's (22-24). It was known as the dispensary and every Saturday he would
take his black bag and see his patients. This was an unpaid job. I can remember going there once as a small girl for treatment, walking from Ashurst Wood
where I lived then.
When I first saw the work room with the rows of narrow shelves full of
plastic models of patients' mouths it looked rather gruesome but I soon got
used to that and as the years passed and Mr Wood needed more help I used to
do a few hours, learning to sandpaper and polish the dentures, which were made
of pink rubber and vulcanised. The teeth were set into pink wax on the plaster
model and when the fit was certain the next step was to set it into the wet
plaster inside a metal container which had nut and bolt screws. Then came
the vulcanizer treatment or pressure cooker as it is called now. The gas was
lighted and after a few hours had to be switched off and left to cool down.
The wax was then melted out by boiling water and strips of thin rubber packed
in round the teeth until the shape of the mouth and gums was complete. The
whole procedure took many hours to complete and I never learnt the half of it.
Birdie was apprenticed for three years to become a fully qualified mechanic.
I was very sorry when Birdie left to be married and moved from the district. When I asked her recently what she remembered about Mr Wood she
reminded me of his great kindness to poor people. He never turned anyone
away, even a tramp, if he was in pain. He often made dentures for poor
people for a small charge. There was no health service such as we have now
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so he worked long hours He had such a number of patients it was hard for
him to cope with all the work and form-filling. His only recreation was a
walk to the old Institute (where the draper's shop McIlroys stands now) to
read and smoke, for a while. He was very keen on his garden. He grew
lovely sweet peas and had asparagus growing and other vegetables. He had a
gardener to do the work as he had to take care of his hands.
Mrs Wood had a busy life too, running the house and coping with meals.
The dining room was also the waiting room and as soon as breakfast or lunch
was finished we had to be ready for patients to call. She had to spend a lot
of time in her bedroom and the kitchen. When, after a few months of working
for them, Birdie and I lived in, I was often invited to play halma with her in
the dining room. She was expert at the game. She also taught me to crochet
pretty lace edgings to trim my underwear.
I was able to get out some evenings for an hour or two to see my mother
and later to meet my boyfriend and had every other Sunday afternoon off. I
used to wear cap and apron, and when the new hairstyles were so popular I
had my hair bobbed, much to my mistress's disapproval at first but she soon
forgave me. I found it tricky, though, keeping my starched cap in place after
having had a bun to hold it.
I continued for two or three years in Mr Wood's household until I left to be
married in 1925. He was getting old and frail in his late 70s and had to give
up most of his work but I helped out whenever possible and when my son was
a few months old Mrs Wood loved to look after him in her bedroom while I was
busy in the work room for two or three hours.
I was with him when he passed peacefully away after a short illness and
helped his wife in coping with the laying out, my first experience and a very sad
one after losing such a good employer and friend. Mrs Wood had to move out
from 76 and had rooms in East Grinstead for some years. She had very little
money to live on but relatives helped her and I kept in touch and helped in
various ways. My son was her favourite and used to run errands for her.
By then I had a small daughter so had not so much time to spare. Mrs Wood
had to go into a nursing home in Tunbridge Wells when she was getting on for
90 years of age. My husband and I took the children to see her for the last
time three weeks before she passed on at 90 years old. She was very pleased
to see us once more and was still up and about.
LOWDELL GENEALOGY: The Sussex Genealogist and Local Historian, vol.1,
no.4 (March 1980) contains a detailed genealogy from c.1652 of the Lowdell
family, some of whose members lived at Baldwins Hill from the late 18th
century till well into the 19th. They owned land on both sides of the county
boundary and gave their name to a lane which runs along it. One, William
Thorold Lowdell, was the architect of our St Mary's Church.
WEALDEN IRON, no.16 (1979) contains an important note by C.F. and M.
Tebbutt on Brambletye Forge, a note of a Roman coin found at Great Cansiron
and (just outside our boundaries) references to Woodcock Forge (Wiremill) in
1736 and 1787, Scarlets Forge in 1736 and Gravetye Furnace in 1787.
EDUCATION AND CONFLICT: Parts 2 and 3 of Mrs Nevill&s dissertation, on
Zion Chapel and on Pynes School at Sackville College, have appeared in the
Sussex Family Historian, vo104, nos 3 (March 1980) and 4 (June 1980).

